
Hybrid Solutions announces the release of
VertexFX 11 version

Fresh off the success of the VertexFX

online trading platform, Hybrid Solutions

has completed the development of

VertexFX 11.

LONDON, ENG, UNITED KINGDOM,

January 15, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Hybrid Solutions announces the

release of VertexFX 11 version 

Fresh off the success of the VertexFX

online trading platform, Hybrid

Solutions has completed the

development of VertexFX 11. 

Based on clients’, partners’ and traders’ own ideas and suggested features, updated this version

of VertexFX aims to make the trading process and managing trading accounts simpler than

ever.

Our partners will like

VertexFX 11 because its

updated comprehensive

platform requires no third

party involvement.”

Akram Majed, CEO of Hybrid

Solutions

This latest development also includes many fixes and

enhancements of the Turn-Key Trading solution VertexFX. 

VertexFX fulfils all international financial authorities’

requirements and offers a comprehensive online trading

platform for brokers, market makers and liquidity

providers for all of OTC and STP business models. 

VertexFX 11 further improves upon the VertexFX platform

with these new features: 

Social Trading: A new service allowing VertexFX traders to follow up signal providers trades.

Backtesting: Traders are able to back-test trading strategies using demo chart data to help

ensure its functionality before running them on a live account.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.hybridsolutions.com
https://www.hybridsolutions.com


Binary options: Provides a simple trading technique for traders to take advantage of market

volatility.

Bullion trading: Enables traders to trade precious metals such as gold and silver in their various

units through the VertexFX 11 platform. 

VertexFX maintains a market place with hundreds of plugins developed by third-party

programmers and offered to users. In comparison, the enhanced features of VertexFX 11

simplify trading without hassle and without the use of third-party plugins. 

Akram Majed, CEO of Hybrid Solutions said: “Our partners will like VertexFX 11 because its

updated comprehensive platform requires no third party involvement.”

“By giving brokers more sophisticated technologies we are able to provide a real alternative to

existing trading platforms.”

To take a closer look at all VertexFX 11 new features and enhancements or alternatively, apply

online for your demo version of VertexFX 11 to experience simplified trading first-hand.

For information go to https://www.hybridsolutions.com.
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